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It’s been almost a
month after the
onslaught of Typhoon
“Nona” (international
name: Melor), yet the
remote village of
Magsaysay in Infanta
town in northern
Quezon has remained
isolated as
government workers
still have to clear the
landslide-damaged
sections of the
Marikina-Infanta
Road, making the
highway impassable
to all types of
vehicles.
     The Mayor of
Infante, Rodante
Potes, in a letter dated
Jan. 7 to the
Department of Public
Works and
Highways-Quezon,
made a plea for help
to clear the road and
repair a concrete
bridge in Sitio
Querosip in Barangay
Magsaysay. At least
150 families were
practically trapped in
the village due to the
loss of access.
     Meanwhile,
Quezon DPWH first
district engineer,
Salvador Salvana, , on
Wednesday said his
office has sent
equipment for
clearing operations.
He also supposedly
requested additional
heavy equipment
from the DPWH’s
main office in Manila.

     At least 30
sections of the
Marikina-Infanta
Road in Magsaysay
had been damaged by
landslides, according
to Salavana. That’s
an estimated
kilometer-long stretch

A Month After "Nona", Villagers Still Need To Be Rescued In Infanta

of impassable
highway.
     The damage was
assessed at about
P205 million, including
a 41-meter bridge
that now needs to be
fixed.
     However,

according to Salvana,
Infanta town can be
accessed by another
route, the old Manila-
Infanta road passing
through the town of
Famy in Laguna and
the Real-Infanta
Highway.
     The 110-km
Marikina-Infanta
Road stretches from
Sumulong Highway in
the provinces of Rizal
and Laguna to
Infanta, and then
going by the slopes of
Sierra Madre. The
highway, half of which
is inside the territorial
jurisdiction of Infanta,
was the old exit route
for illegal loggers
smuggling lumber

from Sierra Madre.
     Ron Crisostomo,
Infanta’s Disaster
Risk Reduction
Management Officer,
said the local
government has been
bringing medical aid
and relief goods to the
villagers who were
isolated Sitios
Q u e r o s i p ,
Cacawayan and
Quehipas of
Magsaysay.
     Relief teams,
including soldiers and
volunteers, travel to
the town of Sta. Maria
in Laguna to get to
the lone road nearest
the isolated villagers
and walk through mud
and debris to reach the

isolated areas.
     Before Christmas,
a military helicopter
brought relief goods
to the victims.
     The towns of
Infanta and Real
were hit by landslides
after Typhoon Nona
battered the area with
days of heavy rains,
after it made landfall
in Samar and
Sorsogon on Dec. 14
last year and crossed
to Quezon two days
later.
     Furthermore, the
landslide in
Magsaysay caused a
road mishap that killed
a female Army
officer, 24-year-old
Lt. Michelle Mae

Delariarte. Delariarte
was aboard an Asian
Utility vehicle (AUV)
with three other
soldiers, traveling
through Magsaysay
in the evening of
Dec.16 when rocks
and soil fell on them
from the mountains
atop. The AUV
carrying Delariarte
and her companions
turned turtle, killing
Delariarte and injuring
the other soldiers.
     Also, in Real town,
Quezon province,
four members of one
family perished when
a landslide buried their
house in Barangay
Tanauan on Dec. 19.

When it comes to
a c c o m m o d a t i o n s
south of Manila, Vivere
Hotel is indeed a gem
that stands out
against a backdrop of
many other hotels.
     Proof? Let's just
say there's been
more than a decade
of it.

(Turn to , Page 4
SOUTHBOUND)2016 greets us with a global economy that has

quite significantly changed from how we’ve
viewed it for several years in the past. For one,
employers are predicted to match or even exceed
the millions of jobs created last year...but the sort
of jobs seem to be increasingly different from
before. The main reason for this? The digital
revolution.
     Future-thinkers McKinsey & Co., recently,
estimated that 45% of all activities humans perform in
the workplace can now be done by software or existing
machines. And this percentage is seen to even rise in
the future.

According to
McKinsey, it’s not only
blue-collar, routine and
mechanical jobs that
are increasingly driven
obsolete by automation.
Also, more and more
CEOs will find
themselves doing work
that can easily be
automated.
     Tireless, precise,
and highly compliant
robots taking on what
used to be human tasks
(and better at that!) will
probably be a regular
sight, with human
workers working
alongside them and, in

Is Your Job Obsolete?

(Turn to , Page 7
TECHKNOW)
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It’s a mistake to think that the Philippine government’s
sovereignty--it’s so-called democracy that’s supposedly
patterned after the United States--is one that is humane,
liberating and is purposed for serving the interest of the

Filipino public. But it’s a bigger mistake to assume the Philippine government has
sovereignty at all.
     The fact is, Filipinos never really had the power that people in an authentic
democracy possess. The government, seemingly indifferent if not grossly
incompetent, is almost never on the people’s side. And barring some earth-shaking
revolution that would be the mother of all revolutions, this discrepancy between the
governments and the common citizens of the Philippines will only worsen.
     Those who attribute the numerous faults of our government to an underdeveloped
democracy err in their perception. We falter, not because our democracy is young
and imperfect nor inadequate due to the ineptness of our leaders, but because it is
not a real one.

No Progress As A Nation, But Developing As A Colony
     As a civilization, the Philippines was advancing far better than its neighboring
countries four decades ago. But now it ranks among the lowest, if not the lowest,
in perhaps all aspects of nationhood, compared to other countries in the region that
are now categorized as NICs (Newly Industrialized Countries). This is mainly
because, unlike its Asian neighbors, the Philippines failed to industrialize at the time
that it should. We were not able to industrialize because we were deliberately
prevented from doing so, by a traitorous leadership that--until now despite all the
evidences of their corruption and betrayal--still hypocritically claim an undying
love for the country and a passion to serve it. In truth, however, what most of our
politicians accomplish is an ever- worsening trend for our country. They peddle our
advantages and interests to greedy capitalists and foreign governments. More often
than not, Philippine leaders ignore and do nothing about what is crucial for the
betterment of the nation and the prosperity of Filipinos.
    A true democracy is supposed to reflect the will of the people, and therefore
should manifest a government that is more humanizing and not callous. What is
happening, however, is an endless routine of ignored lamentations by mass society
to a government that stubbornly chooses to be blind, deaf, and dumb about national
concerns, even as supposed leaders only disappoint and betray the Filipino nation,
time and again. Rather than seeing in criticisms opportunities to satisfy the will of
the majority and improve government, our leaders generally view these as attacks
and so become over-defensive and even vindictive towards the people it is supposed
to represent and serve. It is, as a matter of fact, very obvious that deceptive,
corrupt, selfish, incompetent, arrogant, and traitorous Philippine leaders are really
mostly to blame for many of the problems Filipinos face today.
     It's not merely a myth that points to the Philippine leadership as traitors to their
own people. It's quite evident everywhere. The government always tends to neglect,
eliminate or eradicate the citizens affected by negative issues that were, in the first
place, the result of the disloyalty and incompetence of government officials. Instead
of being anti-poverty, it is anti-poor. Always, it emphatically creates and implements
policies that make sure poor Filipinos never get a fair break.
    Too many of the truly poor are neglected by government and have to fend for
themselves against typhoons and disasters occurring at unprecedented magnitudes.
Often, they even have to deal with yet another unnecessary cruelty doled upon
them by incredibly callous government officials: false hope. While in the process of
applying for benefits from government programs, the needy masses are often given
dizzying runarounds, and made to come back again and again by lazy and inept
public officials who could not care any less if the transportation fares of many of
the citizens who go to the government offices were actually produced by sacrificing
a meal.

Ruled By Only A Few Plundering Lot
     Being the majority, the poor and middle-class should rule in a genuine democracy.
But this isn’t so in the Philippines. Here, the minority, the elite ruling class run the
country, pretty much as they please, and often to the disadvantage of most Filipinos.
And so, in the past half-century, we watched the virtual dissolution of our nation,
the disintegration of out culture, and our very essence as a people. That's been our
trajectory for so long, that we are now spiraling down to perdition, folks!
     Needless to say, we can no longer afford to let avaricious and narrow-minded
hypocrites waste our chances to be a better people and better civilization, especially
at this climacteric time when the whole world relentlessly shakes amid a confluence
of tipping points that demand revolutionary changes in the way we live, produce
and consume things. Things have gone so bad that in many cases drastic reversals
need to be done in our ways and means of living in order to avert wide-scale or
even global catastrophes. But is our situation ever going to improve?
     Neglecting society’s fundamental need to seek, uphold and promote the truth,
liars in the leadership, while having self-preservation in mind, unwittingly cause our
already fragmented nation to flounder even deeper in misinformation, confusion
and chaos. Many are even in the habit already of promoting untruths.
     Without the truth, justice cannot be served. Meanwhile, the gaping failure of
the Judiciary to punish those guilty of graft and corruption has not only infected the
entire discipline of public service. The impunity has thereby encouraged blatant
kleprocracy, which is what we are seeing now.
     The plunderers in the leadership, by their selfishness and avarice, have  obliterated
our chances to enjoy, much less improve, our civil service programs. Idiots who
have no business serving government posts and were only elected because of their
popularity or appointed because of their affinity with the incumbent powers hinder
the nation’s progress and even drive our civilization towards backwardness and
even primitiveness. And, as it is often the case, incredibly dense and hair-raising
conceit seem to quickly get a hold of the hearts and minds of our public servants,
that they feel they are monarchs who can lord over the people because of the
power bestowed unto them. From corrupt dynasties that only take turns in plundering
the country, to American puppets, our leaders always seem to betray us.

A Nation Not For And Not By Filipinos
     The subservience of our leadership to the biddings of the United States
government, well evidenced in the continued and very privileged stay of American
military forces in the country--whose personnel are not even required visas to
enter, and are somewhat immune from punishment, if they so happen to commit

Honda Foundation, Inc. (HFI), in cooperation with Haribon Foundation
continues in their commitment to do an annual Tree Planting Activity on Mt.
Banahaw-San Cristobal Protected Landscape in Rizal Laguna.
     The Corporate Social Responsibility arm of The Honda Group of Companies
in the Philippines, Honda Foundation, Inc. is comprised of Honda Philippines,
Inc., Honda Cars Philippines, Inc., Honda Parts Manufacturing Corp., and Honda
Trading Philippines Ecozone Corp.
     Mustering up more than 200 volunteers from all Honda companies and
dealers, Honda Foundation, Inc., escorted by Philippine Army members from
the 59th infantry battalion 2nd infantry division, as well as members of the media,
commenced with their annual tree-planting agenda 733 mtrs. above sea level
on the rolling landscape of Mt. Banahaw. Five thousand (5,000) native trees
were planted in support of Haribon’s Rainforest Organization and Advocates
(ROAD) to 2020.
     Honda Foundation really plans to restore 1 million hectares of Philippine
rainforests in 10 years, as part of its advocacy. As of its 6th year, HFI has
planted 18 hectares of land with 30,000 trees in areas around the provinces of
Laguna and Quezon.
     For a long time now, the foundation has been pushing for the realization of
its environmental goal, leading the automobile industry’s efforts to “green” the
country. This is clearly seen with projects like the Blues Skies for Our Children
Campaign which is a collaborative effort with the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources, Climate Change Commission, Clean Air Initiative for
Asian Cities (CAI-Asia), Philippine Business for the Environment, Department
of Energy, Haribon, and Honda’s extensive list of corporate fleet partners.
     Other initiatives HFI has taken include projects that improve fuel efficiency
and reduce vehicle emissions, particularly to help mitigate the cause of climate
change. The recent EURO-4 certification for Honda vehicle models: Brio, Brio
Amaze, Mobilio, CR-V, Civic, Jazz, HR-V, Accord, Odyssey, and CR-Z attests
to the fact that Honda’s  products are safer for the environment and for its
users. This move was done in compliance with the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources Administrative Order (DAO) No. 2015-04.
     It is a principle hinged on the beliefs of its founder Soichiro Honda.  Honda is
aware of the grave effects of climate change and vows to continue to seek ways
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions throughout all its activities. From
development to disposal, Honda’s efforts to save our planet go beyond Corporate
Social Responsibility.

HONDA FOUNDATION Continues "Greening"

The Filipino Hope
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crimes--should not be taken lightly. And all the more should not be ignored and
confounded as something that cannot be helped nor altered to a more fair agreement.
Actually, the Visiting Forces Agreement by which these conditions were allowed
in the past, and the current EDCA now brandished by our politicians as the new
"American Pass", is clearly an affront to our sovereignty and our laws. Now this
might be debateable...if it were an isolated case. But it isn't.
     When the Pope recently condemned the brutal killings and numerous other
human rights violations purportedly carried out by the Philippine military against
the poor and defenseless Lumad people in Mindanao, he did not base his sentiments
on wrong assumptions or unfounded reports. The decades-long conflict in Mindanao
is less about Islamic militants and Jihadists posing a considerable national security
threat, as casually stated by the Philippine government in justifying the decades-
long militarization of various parts of Mindanao. It is actually more about economics
and the plight of many poor Filipinos who, besides having been forsaken by a
government that could not serve the citizens of the region due to its own ineptitude,
are now even robbed of their ethnic heritage, displaced from their ancestral lands
and treated with indifference by national leaders, and even tagged as enemies of
the State.
    Whose country is this, anyway?
     When indigenous Filipinos protest, it is not because they want to overthrow the
government, or declare a jihad or to forcibly establish their own autonomous state.
Almost always, it is about their sufferings, as they are driven away from their
ancestral lands by the military and become displaced, unsettled, with no shelter,
livelihood, or stable community where they could put their children to school and
not be interrupted by military operations. Increasingly, their laments are for justice,
for their children who are caught amidst conflict, and die from indiscriminate strafing
often carried out by members of the Armed Forces of the Philippines.  This seemingly
indifferent attitude by the government to the citizens that need their help most is
often what brings increased tension and conflict in our society.
     Clearly, the survival and the prosperity of the Filipino race can never be achieved
by the obliteration of our indigenous people and their respective subcultures. Neither
can our democracy advance by way of stifling the protest of the masses or charging
government critics with rebellion and illegal dissent. Yet, the corrupt elite in the
Philippines refuse to see it this way, and continue to force a direction that leads us
to our destruction.
     By no means is it a coincidence that the most basic of concerns of the true
Filipinos—for genuine sovereignty, good governance, a good nationalistic economy,
and for truth, justice and equal opportunity to prevail in society—have largely
festered un-addressed, except for token gestures for the media to pick-up and
disseminate as false propaganda.

Keeping it Kleptocratic: The Road To Ruin
     Truly, it is strange that we see all these candidates for the 2016 presidency fight
for the position to the point of mudslinging and even challenging each other to a
fistfight. All of them, no doubt, want to lead this nation. The question, however, is:
can they really lead the Philippines competently? If, on the other hand, these
presidentiables are only vying for the most powerful position in the land to be
corrupt in the end and continue the decades-long kleptocracy that has been our
government, then why even bother to vote? Giving us false hope in a fraud-filled
polls is just adding insult to an already badly injured people.
     It’s so stupid of the Philippine leadership to have adamantly prevented true
democracy from becoming all this time. What great leaps in our civilization might
we have had already if only true and patriotic Filipinos led this country, instead of
the nauseating lot of myopic kleptomaniacs who had their way, extensively to the
undoing of our nation. And the longer we remain fools to a farcical government,
the more we sharpen the conflicts among us unnecessarily.
     As we remained under the rule of such a sham of a government for decades,
the negative consequences have mounted to visibly underline the worsening and
multiplying conflicts our nation faces today. The rich and the poor; the capitalists
and the proletariat; the military and the cultural minorities; the old and the young;
urbanites and rural folk—are simultaneously rising to a crescendo of violence and
indifference, all seemingly at odds with each other. And besides the proliferation of
countless of scams instigated by public officials, practically all our political institutions
have become markedly obsolete, incongruent and therefore inappropriate for the
citizenry of today.
     Perhaps our situation is as simple as this: the corrupt leaders don't want to
change the corrupt system. As a patient, naive, indifferent, compacent people,
maybe--subconsciously or even consciously--we like to elect into the leadership
people who do not want to change the status quo...even if we want change and
progress. However, the thought of a dynastic reign of corrupt traitors who merely
change hands among themselves every elections, should bring to mind some very
unsettling questions about the future of our nation. Shouldn't it?
     There is a reason why Grace Poe, and not Mar Roxas, is the one leading the
surveys among the presidential bets, and seemingly is the people's favorite, despite
the technical hurdles set up on her path. The people are disillusioned with daang
matuwid. Many of the progressive groups, in fact, have observed that the P-Noy
administration is just a clone of the Arroyo administration it ferociously vilified in
public. Some say it's even worse.
      While already nearing the time of his egress from the Presidency, Noynoy
Aquino seems even proud of his leadership, and actively endorsing his candidate
Mar Roxas so that the “daang matuwid” brand of governance that he supposedly
worked so hard to achieve may continue under the stead of his friend. Meanwhile,
the country’s farmers are wondering what happened to the P 2.5 billion of about P
4.5 billion in Agricultural Competitive Enhancement Fund (Acef) funds that’s
supposed to help the agricultural sector cope with the impacts of trade liberalization.
Students at the University of the Philippines are amassing in protest against Aquino’s
“colonial” policies on education, and decry in a chorus the state university’s plunging
quality of education and dilapidated facilities, in the face of exorbitant tuition fees
and the government’s lack of action on the mass education agenda. Metro
commuters likewise buzzing with complaints after Noynoy thoughtlessly allowed
MRT and LRT rate hikes to be imposed, even with the phenomenal drop in fuel
prices, and even as the nation’s rail systems in general suffers from extensive
dilapidation due to official negligence and graft, but also as a direct consequence of
the Aquino government’s obsession with the privatization of public utilities and
services.
     We are, in effect, allowing the worst possible people to lead this nation with
their narrow-mindedness and their lust for personal power and unrelenting knack
to enrich themselves by diverting public funds into their private bank accounts.
We live in such a dangerous era that we cannot afford to bestow to just a few
government offices (most of which are already drowning in inefficiency and thus
are terribly ineffectual) total powers and whole responsibilities.      If we keep on

this path, ignoring the weak and the many who, even as they basically comprise the
lifeblood of our democracy, do not even get to have the scraps from the plunder of
the league of greedy monarchs that rule us—we will, most definitely, see the end
of our civilization.
     As a people, are we to just look back sometime in the future at all the wasted
opportunities for our country’s progress, as helpless in the our plight to determine
our fate as we are today?

The Only Hope
    We cannot risk any more of our human and cultural resources to yet another full
term of a bad presidency, less we find ourselves soon in utter chaos and ruin.
Not just us, but the whole world is right now in such a critical stage that we need a
revolutionary breed of leaders who can implement imaginative new arrangements
for recognizing, acknowledging and acting upon what are the imperative issues
that society must address. And among these issues, we shall see that tending to the
rapidly shifting and multiplying demands of the our country’s cultural minorities will
increasingly be essential for peace and order.
     We must change this predominant malevolence...drastically. For are we not a
people that proclaimed to be in pursuit of good. Before we say that the truth,
justice and the common good have been elusive, perhaps we should first be
convincing enough to state that we have pursued these elevated values as constantly
as we should.
     However, we must know, that even if corruption were not rife in our leadership,
and our public officials were all brilliant and steadfast in their service to the country,
we’d still need to effect radical changes in the system of government we adhere
to. For obviously, this system is already way obsolete. Meaning, if our democracy
were authentic and our government not a sham, a big transformation is still in
order.
     Online, mobile and equipped with an infinite variety of apps at any given time,
do Filipinos really still need a congressmen and senators to represent them and for
them to express what they want for our country? Too many solons have asserted
that they bear the mandate of the Filipino people. But a gaping rift between the
economic classes and the lifestyles of our elite rulers, should advise us already
how tough it’s going to be to prove the theory that they indeed embody and manifest
the will to govern of 600,000 constituents. Most probably, they can’t even fairly
represent the aspirations of just 6,000.
     To reconstitute a genuine democratic Philippines, we need to jettison the false
assumptions that the Philippine government has sovereignty over the archipelago,
and that it is for the Filipino people. If the Philippine nation is to advance as a
civilization, a new system of government is needed, one that is not traitorous to its
own people, but rather more open to the varied, colorful and highly diverse Filipinos.
     This will not happen if we vote for another familiar name in our politics. That is
why Grace Poe is probably our only hope. And truly, she does not need the approval
of corrupt officials to lead.



When it comes to accommodations south
of Manila, Vivere Hotel is indeed a gem that stands
out against a backdrop of many other hotels that
just aren’t as warm and congenial. Towering at
31 stories, the Alabang’s jewel of a hotel has
simply captured my heart. Or maybe I’m just
biased. But who wouldn’t be?

Since it opened more than a decade ago, Vivere
Hotel has been my preferred hotel in Alabang In
the course, I was able to stay in perhaps the entire
gamut of suites in the hotel—from the Deluxe
Room, Executive Suite, Business Suite,
Premiere Suite, Imperial Suite, Regal Suite, and
Royal Suite, to the Grand Premiere Suite,
Regency Suite, Vivere Grand Suite and
Presidential Suite. And I must say, from the lowest
tier rooms to the highest, all ave been exquisite
stays.

Have ever checked in a hotel that presented you
a room that’s just so stiff and blandly decorated
that it feels more like an office? And upon
requesting another room, you’re given one that’s
just as dead and inhospitable? Well, at Vivere
Hotel, you’ll have the opposite.

Each of Vivere Hotel’s 200 elegantly appointed
rooms and suites have interiors that emanate
both class and homeyness. I can’t help but relish
how the sophistication in design is accented by
a touch of rustic that reflect what is both traditional
and modern in our culture. It somewhat defines
living...with all the cool frills.

I simply feel more alive every time I’m
here. And I don’t think this is just by
chance. The hotel offers amenities for
both business and leisure, all in
grades that are quite impressive.
Starting from the Vivere Spa and
Wellness Center, to the Lama Pool,
the Fitness Edge Gym, the Kids Club,
and Jacuzzi up to the Business
Center and the sky-dining restaurant
on the 31st floor called The Nest—the
hotel, it seems, deliberately makes
guests feel life.

Vivere Hotel’s splendid
accommodations and pleasing
service, I think, are meant to be
indulged on. The first five-star hotel in
the area, right smack in the midst of
Filinvest City, Vivere, at the least, is
an epitome of true hospitality. I swear...I
was spoiled rotten...every time.

Vivere Hotel is at 5102 Bridgeway
Ave., cor. Asean Drive, Filinvest
Corporate City,
A l a b a n g ,  M u n t i n l u p a ,
Luzon 1781, Philippines. For more
information, please call Tel. No.
(02) 7717777 or visit their website
at  www.viverehotel.com.ph

Feeling Alive @ Vivere
-by Jo Chanco
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Fresh off my Prawn Tempura
Hangover from International
Tempura day, I set my sights on
some of the newer items of Tokyo
Tokyo’s menu, particularly
their Donburi Meals! I couldn’t help
but notice that there are two new
dishes on Tokyo Tokyo’s that are not
only affordable, but will also satisfy
the cravings of the most ravenous
carnivore and,  for those that are
looking for lighter fare, without
sacrificing on taste!
     Presenting...Tokyo Tokyo’s
Donburi Festival!
        For us rice loving Filipinos
(*Cough* Cough* RINA *Cough*
Cough*), The lure of a Donburi bowl
is pretty hard to resist. Its perfect for
those on the go, yet need the
sustenance that a full rice meal
brings.  
        Who says healthy can’t be
yummy? For those doubters,
(myself initially included) have a
bowl of Tokyo Tokyo’s Tofu Steak
Donburi, and your mind will change
instantly! It’s Japanese tofu coated
with a golden Tempura batter and
then topped with delicious pork and
savory mushroom sauce, with the
crunchy goodness of tempura

Tokyo Tokyo’s Donburi Festival:
Tofu Steak Donburi and Cheesy Pork Katsu

CHOW TIME!

crumbs added for a bit of texture.
The bowl is then sprinkled with onion
leaks, all on top of a bowl of
steaming hot rice, and viola! You’ve
got yourself a bowl of deliciousness,
that doesn’t compromise your
calorie count!

Tofu Steak Donburi 

Cheesy Pork Tonkatsu

        If you’re like me who likes
cheese on anything, then you will
also be drawn to Tokyo Tokyo’s
New Cheesy Pork Tonkatsu
Donburi! Think about it.. Breaded
cutlets of deep fried pork virtually
enveloped in a rich cheese coating
and a smothered in luscious

Japanese gravy... Pretty hard to find
a better deal than that! 
     Check out the cheesy pork
awesomeness!
        What’s
even more
amazing is
that the Tofu
S t e a k
Donburi and
the Cheesy
P o r k
To n k a t s u
are priced at
only P99!
        Aside
from the Tofu
Steak and
the Cheesy
Pork Tonkatsu, you can also try their
existing Donburi meals such as the
Pork Katsudon, Chicken Oyakodon,
Beef Pepper Donburi, and of course
their Tempura Donburi selections in
all Tokyo Tokyo branches
nationwide. 

        Like Tokyo Tokyo on Facebook
and Instagram and stay updated
with their upcoming latest menu and
promos!



contrast, constantly losing importance in the workplace.
It isn’t really so far-fetched, for workers across several
types of industries truly face the reality that they are
soon going to be supplanted by machines.
     Already, McKinsey foresees that several job types
will soon have about 85% up to even 100% of their
tasks have machines rather than humans as the pre-
ferred executives. These categories are textiles, pack-
aging, coating, painting and meat-cutting. Needless to
say, numerous people work these mostly lower-skill
jobs that machines can undoubtedly do better. This tra-
jectory of technology towards the eventual replace-
ment of masses of workers in these fields has been
underway for several years already and has shown no
signs of relenting.
     Also vulnerable to this trend of humans being out-
moded by tech are the multitudes in bookkeeping, ac-
counting, auditing and billing clerks. Software, even as
simple as an app, can now help individuals and small
businesses track their bills, invoices, expenses and
taxes, replacing the clerical staff who do much of these
chores. Of course, really good auditors and account-
ing wizards who can deal with various and complex
tax and financial scenarios still command indispens-
able ranks.
     McKinsey also pointed out the jobs of mechanics
and automotive technicians. With cars and basically
the larger portion of the transport sector now utilizing

computers and sophisticated electronics, simple soft-
ware can often already do most of the job for the hu-
man mechanic and technician, whether these be mea-
suring speed, engine performance of street traffic, or
even when tuning up or repairing vehicles. The auto-
motive industry’s increasing utilization of tech, like Glo-
bal Positioning Systems, engine micro-chips, infra-red
sensors and bluetooth connectivity, obviously changed
as well the very methods by which new vehicles are
operated, repaired and maintained—to a point that com-
puters will do a better job that human technicians in
diagnosing car trouble, in effecting preventive mainte-
nance or in adjusting instruments to precision. And since
machines are becoming, not only ultra efficient but also
intelligent, fewer and fewer people will be needed to
run them, as many are already running by themselves.
Robotic bulldozers and Smart graders are also on their
way to kick out the construction workers and heavy
equipment operators from their employment niche’.
     Bakers and butchers have professions that’s been
in existence since time immemorial. Nowadays, how-
ever, these classic jobs have become considerably less
secure.
Hundreds of thousands of them are in peril of losing
their jobs to Smart appliances with capabilities that could
match the work of ten bakers, or ten butchers, without
having to sleep.
     If the said professions are indeed on their way to

extinction, and so have no more future, there’s really
no reason to start sniveling in desperation. Working
class people are generally known to tough it up, no
matter what the situation. Though scores of profes-
sions will be driven to obsolescence, these will be off-
set by emerging ones, many of which are related to
the same changing force that’s been threatening our
careers: digital technology. Besides this, McKinsey enu-
merated several jobs that are likely to hold their lon-
gevity through this awesome and mind-boggling, era.
      Freight, stock and material movers are here to stay,
says McKinsey, as these jobs have little or none to
automate yet so far. Yes, a lot of transportation jobs
can be automated, but moving stuff around still re-
quires a lot of people, as in maintaining cargo facilities,
etc.  Home health aides and caregivers, because their
jobs require a personal touch and the ability to respond
to a patient’s needs (as a person), are also safe from
being passe. It’s the same with management analysts,
since they make strategic decisions based on data, fi-
nancial performance and company priorities. No ro-
bot can probably replace a Sales manager yet, as there
is nothing like the human touch to motivate and over-
see the people who bring in sales and revenue to the
business. And, lastly, being councilors of the spirit,
priests should be safe. Chances we’d see a robotic
minister soon are, understandably, slim.
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February 4, the Commission on Elections
(Comelec) opened to the public for the first time
its new five-hectare warehouse in Sta. Rosa,
Laguna. Currently storing 71,346 vote counting
machines (VCMs), the warehouse is being leased by
the commission for about P69 million per year.
     The Comelec, led by Chairman Andres “Andy”
Bautista, took reporters for a walkthrough in the facility
which includes Building 1 which is the production area.

     Smartmatic’s Marlon Garcia disclosed that all
VCMs shipped from its plant in Taiwan will be kept in
the warehouse and will undergo a hardware
acceptance test (HAT).
     “We run the diagnostics of the machine to make
sure the machines run accurately. We also run the

ballots to make sure the machines scan the ballots
and to ensure the interpretation of the results are
accurate,” Garcia said.
     Garcia also said that after subjecting the VCMs to
the HAT, the machines will go through an “accuracy
test”, which involves scanning 1,000 ballots with the
machines.
     “The accuracy test is basically a scan of 1,000
ballots with a total of 20,000 marks. What we do there

is to simulate the test and to make sure
that the machine complies with the
requirements of the law that the accuracy
of the readings has to be 99.95 percent
of the marks,” Garcia added.
     When all the components of the
VCMs are ready, the Election
Management System–which contains all
the data relevant to the elections, like the
name of the candidates, precinct
numbers, and other details are installed
on the machines.
     Meanwhile, Bautista said that
compared to the Comele’s previous
warehouse in Cabuyao, the new five-
building compound seems “airier” and
more convenient for its employees. He
also mentioned that a viewing deck was
constructed so that interested parties can
see the operations in the production area.

     “The innovation of this warehouse is the
construction of a viewing deck because in the interest
of transparency, we are open to groups coming over,”
Bautista said.
     Interested groups should write a letter to the
Comelec stating their desire to visit the warehouse.

Comelec Opens New Warehouse For VCMs
FOTON’s newly launched SUV, Toplander, is promoted
with the slogan, “Up for a Bigger Challenge”. This
year’s theme for FOTON Philippines’ Dealers’
Appreciation Night is the same.
     Held last January 20 at EDSA Shangri-La,
Mandaluyong City, the event served as the company’s
expression of gratitude and recognition of
achievements of its dealers, all of whom had their own
contributions that summed up to FOTON’S current
progress as a brand in the automotive industry.
     Dealer principals, general managers, sales managers
and sales executives from various dealerships
nationwide attended the much-awaited gathering.
Special awards were given to qualified participants who
accomplished target sales and provided remarkable
customer satisfaction through their offered services.
But the evening’s most prestigious honor, the Dealer
of the Year Award, was given to FOTON CAVITE, out
of 18 dealerships vying for the title.
     After its impressive emergence last year, FOTON
CAVITE kept on guaranteeing admirable service to
countless customers, thus making the dealership garner
several more awards during the ceremony. Namely, the
Recognition for Fleet Sales, Parts Team of the Year,
Service Team of the Year, Best in Passenger Vehicle for
Retail Sales, Best in Light-Duty Trucks for Retail Sales
and Best in Light-Duty Trucks for Wholesale – all for
the NCR-Luzon territories. The awards were received
by FOTON CAVITE;s dealer principal, Mr. Nicasio
Octavo and general manager, Ms. Benjie Adriano.
     Also given due recognition were FOTON Cebu and
FOTON Balintawak, for their exceptional operations in
sales and service, therefore bagging the Dealer of the
Year 1st and 2nd runners-up, respectively.
      In the past year, FOTON Philippines has reached a
sales volume of 3, 892 units for the whole range of their
product lines. FOTON’s identity as a favored brand of
high-quality commercial vehicles and services is
repeatedly affirmed by the emergence of additional
dealerships in diverse strategic locations all over the
country.
   “We remain resolute in actively and aggressively
gaining more partners because we do not want to merely
add to our dealership network but rather, we want to
multiply.” says FOTON Philippines’ Executive Vice
President, Ms. Anna Maria Parado.
      Clearly, the brand’s expansion is becoming more
notable every time. This year, FOTON is expected to
inaugurate new dealerships in Quezon Avenue; Pasong
Tamo; Marilao; Santa Rosa, Laguna; Batangas City and
Camarines Sur.
     Through the commitment of the dealerships’ to grow
their business, FOTON’s distinctiveness as an name
on the rise in the Philippine automotive market appears
to be headed for sunnier skies, and the higher echelons
of vehicle brands.

FOTON CAVITE Bags
Dealer of the Year

www.foton.com.ph

Last January 15,
Filinvest Land, Inc. (FLI)
capped the fifth mid-rise
building at One Oasis
Cebu, a resort-inspired
masterfully designed
c o n d o m i n i u m
community located in
midtown Cebu City. The
construction of the 10-
storey building with 209
condominium units had
really gone full-swing
and actually finished five
months ahead of
schedule, according to
Archie M. Igot, FLI
Project Development
Officer overseeing the
project.
     “This is very
encouraging because
the demand for a home
at One Oasis Cebu has
been overwhelming,
especially with all its

amenities already
completed and now
enjoyed by the residents,”
he said.
     Fil invest broke
grounds for One Oasis
Cebu’s fifth building only
last July 25, and started
pouring concrete by Oct.
10. But then all of a
sudden it disclosed that it
had already turned over all

the remaining inventories
of the project’s first four
buildings. Turn over of the
units to future
homeowners is expected
by the last quarter of
2017, or even earlier, Igot
said.
     Also called Fairways
II, the fifth building features
nice views of the Cebu
Country Club golf course

on the west side and
the central facilities on
the east.
     One Oasis Cebu is
an Asian-Balinese-
inspired community in a
3.7-hectare property in
Kasambagan, and is
planned to have 10 mid-
rise residential
condominiums.
     All its amenities
have been completed
and are now being used
by the residents. These
include a resort-
designed swimming
pool, 2-storey
clubhouse with fitness
gym, covered
basketball court,
children’s play area,
and landscaped open
spaces that comprise
60 percent of the whole
development.

Filinvest Quickly Tops-Off Building Five of One Oasis Cebu

MCL will open its doors to parents,
teachers and high school students this
January 23, 2016 for All Set for 21st
Century Learning: MCL Open Campus.
     Activities will include Setting the
Trend, a talk for parents, teachers and
guidance counselors on career trends
and Senior High School opportunities;
Math Made Easy, a free math tutorial
and Blackboard Learn online experience
for Grade 9 and 10 students; and sev-
eral other fun events.
     Learn more about the MCL Open
Campus event here. To register, e-mail
your name and contact no. to
admissions@mcl.edu.ph or send them
to 0918-9902266 or 0918-9901718.

MCL to hold Open Campus Event



Antipolo Properties:
3 Lots for sale all in

Vista Grande Heights
Subdivision.

462 sqm, 392 sqm, and 401 sqm
Baguio Property:

Luakan, near PMA, 909 sqm
Tagaytay Property:

Barrio Mahabang Kahoy
1836 sqm

Parañaque Property:
Barrio of San Dionisio,

United Parañaque 4, 335 sqm

All properties have clean titles.
For inquiries contact Beth

Valera at 0918-511-6373 or
at

 0917-847-6690
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TAGAYTAY VENUE

Eight Forbes Town Road, 96.6sqm.,
fully furnished, 2bedrooms,

view of golf course

Number 2 Eastwood Excelsior
36.5sqm., Eastwood City, 1bedroom

 For inquiries, call:
Melo  #(0927)962-9793

CONDOMINIUMS
For Sale

PUBLIC NOTICE

TAGAYTAY HOME FOR RENT

EVENTS




